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      I have used this book for several years and I continue to adopt it each year as it helps students understand and view typical environments in nonprofit organizations.




  
          Professor Denise Sommers




              


    
      



 


 
      excellent leadership for social work students.




  
          Dr Deborah Svoboda




              


    
      



 


 
      The stories did not relate as well as I would have wanted for my class, because we are covering nonprofit management and philanthropy.




  
           Nathalie Saltikoff




              


    
      



 


 
      Text is creative and positive.  Emphasizes what can be done.  I'm excited to use it and looking forward to it.




  
          Ms Martha Stark




              


    
      



 


 
      The narratives in this book provide great and valuable insights into how leadership styles can influence those around the leader- certainly, interesting reading for the more focused students




  
          Ms Catherine Clune mulvaney




              


    
      



 


 
      a well constructed, easy to read book with good use of case studies.




  
          Mrs Cath Harrison-Williams




              


    
      



 


 
      This is a very good texbook on Transformative leadership, easy to read with lots  of examples that students find very interestiong. I will recommend it to other lecturers

Dr Tony Nwanji

Holborn Business School

Holborn College London




  
          Professor Tony Nwanji
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